
Dear New Mum, 

 

How exciting, scary, amazing and incredible to have a baby ....... a whole new PERSON! .....That YOU 

made! I remember feeling every kind of emotion at once - but the big underlying feeling was that I 

was out of my depth! (like any NEW thing but this one really mattered!) So my advice to you? .... 

believe in yourself especially when you are questioning your capacity and ability as a mother.  

You CAN do this! You might never have held a baby, seen one being breastfed or have much 

knowledge and you may doubt your natural instincts are there ... but you CAN, You Will and it will all 

be OKAY! It probably won't be perfect - but you will be fine.  

In fact giving up the idea of doing everything perfectly was one of the best pieces of advice I had 

(from a mum of four who pointed out that mums of two or more children realise it's not necessary - 

or even wise - to try to be perfect - baby only needs YOU and you are good enough ....... which 

makes you perfect anyway for your baby).  

So - sleep whenever you can, rest with your baby, be proud of what you have done growing, birthing 

and nurturing your baby.  

The housework will wait, other people can take care of you and the most important thing is to be 

kind to yourself. If you are feeling the weight of expectations from others - actually what everyone 

really wants is for you to enjoy this time and make the most of the experience.  

New baby days seem long at first but fly by so fast. Fast track to confidence .... Hold your baby, skin 

to skin and let your connection grow. Watch your baby and you will soon be able to read the cues 

and your instincts will kick in. No one else will have so much time in close proximity to your baby as 

you ... which makes you the expert on YOUR baby.  

Other people will give you advice but, even if they are expert parents, that is with THEIR baby, not 

yours. Take a little snapshot in your mind (or on your phone) of the best feeling you have with your 

baby and replay that to yourself in your mind when things get tough.  

Let LOVE blossom and be brave enough to feel the big feelings that come with motherhood and 

know YOU CAN DO THIS. YOU WILL DO THIS and it WILL ALL BE OKAY! XXX 

 

Best wishes xxx 


